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Positive airway pressure is recognised as the first-line treatment for moderate to severe obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) in many countries because of its low risks and high efficacy. Unfortunately, between 30% and 40% of OSA patients cannot tolerate positive airway pressure¹ ² and may consider other options, including surgery. The most common surgical treatment is isolated palate surgery (often one of the available uvulopalatopharyngoplasty techniques, with tonsillectomy for patients with palatine tonsils). Palate surgery has demonstrated improvements in measures of sleep-disordered breathing severity, such as the apnoea-hypopnoea index (AHI),³ and has been associated with clinical benefits, such as improved quality of life,⁴ reduction in cardiovascular events⁵ and decreased mortality⁶ in cohort studies. However, the role of palate surgery (really, all surgery) remains controversial, because surgical outcomes can vary widely.

Browaldh and colleagues present the largest randomised trial comparing uvulopalatopharyngoplasty and tonsillectomy to observation alone for the treatment of moderate to severe OSA. With subjects who were primarily men, and had failed positive airway pressure and mandibular repositioning devices, the technique of stratified randomisation balanced the primary factors known to be associated with palate surgery outcomes (body mass index and Friedman Stage I vs II⁷). The study outcomes came from in-laboratory polysomnography an average of 7 months following surgery or observation alone. The study demonstrated statistically significant and clinically meaningful improvements in OSA severity (both for the AHI and oxygen desaturation index) in the uvulopalatopharyngoplasty/tonsillectomy group, but none in the observation group. It is important that a meaningful number of patients in the former group continued to demonstrate mild to moderate OSA (discussed below). Figure 3 from the publication highlights the consistent pattern of improvement in AHI for intervention group subjects without changes for the control group. Importantly, there were no changes in body mass index in either group.

OSA surgery, compared with other surgical fields, has a relatively large number of randomised trials that either compare surgical interventions to placebo, two surgical treatments against each other, or surgical versus non-surgical treatment. However, Browaldh and colleagues present only the second published study (and by far the larger study) comparing surgery with observation; the first⁸ was limited by small sample size. Randomised trials comparing surgery (any type) with observation are plagued with a number of problems, including ethical concerns (one possible reason the Browaldh study was initially not approved by the Swedish Regional Ethics Committee), to feasibility (enrollment is notoriously difficult). The investigators should be applauded for the successful completion of such a large study.

The study is important for its own findings and its broader implications for OSA surgery research. This study showed that uvulopalatopharyngoplasty with tonsillectomy achieves substantial improvements in OSA severity, whereas observation alone does not. These results are similar to those reported in the investigators’ previous retrospective cohort study of uvulopalatopharyngoplasty/tonsillectomy⁹ and those reported by others.⁷ One of the major criticisms of the OSA surgery literature has been the paucity of randomised trials comparing surgery to observation; this study suggests that large interventional trials or cohort studies may be sufficient, at least for evaluation of polysomnography outcomes, because OSA does not spontaneously regress with observation alone.

Critics of OSA surgery will point to the fact that surgery did not normalise OSA in all surgical group subjects,¹⁰ which has been shown in previous studies also.¹¹ ¹² This criticism overlooks a number of important factors: these subjects had failed alternatives, so the reasonable comparison is to observation alone rather than these other, non-viable options; up to 75% of satisfied users of continuous positive airway pressure therapy will have evidence of OSA (AHI >5 events/h), even during treatment at their titrated pressure setting¹³; patients often refuse more invasive surgical options like maxillomandibular advancement¹⁴; and the substantial improvements in OSA severity are likely clinically meaningful for many patients even if AHI does not normalise.

The study has a number of strengths not limited to the methodological rigour. The inclusion of eight surgeons (to enhance generalisability), a standardised surgical technique and blinded polysomnogram readings are all features that could be adopted more widely by other researchers. However, there are some limitations that the authors correctly identify. One is the lack of other objective and any subjective outcomes. Measures of OSA severity from polysomnography are important OSA treatment outcomes, yet they are intermediate outcomes that may or may not correlate with clinical endpoints; subjective measures like sleepiness, quality of life and objective assessments of cardiovascular disease. There are conflicting studies suggesting that improvements in these clinical metrics are¹⁵ or are not¹⁶ associated with AHI changes with treatment.

This study has contributed substantially to OSA surgery and OSA surgery research. Future investigations can build on this work through the incorporation of additional outcome measures, examination of other surgical interventions (including hypopharyngeal or retrolingual procedures that may improve outcomes over palate surgery alone),¹¹ ¹² and evaluation of factors associated with surgical outcomes.¹⁷
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